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SUnmWY. . 

Tm syinmetrmal thiak motion ae+foils with additional small 
velooity disoontinuities over the fomsrd Part of the aerofoil are compared 
with the 30% Griffath nerofoil. For D given transition position, the suction 
quantities and ideal effective drag aoeffioients ore higher than for the 30s 
Griffith aerofoil, but more favmrable velocity gradients and 031 mcrensed 
Cr, mnge are obtained. ,I 

The drng and suction quantities are equal to those obtained when 
the additional suction slots are inserted (in the Griffith nerofoil) without 
the nssoointed srxall vclooity dismntinuitiea. 

In all omes, reductions in clmg are nobieved with extra slots if 
extents of otherwise.turbulent flow are replnoed by lminar flow. 

I. Introduction. Y I/ 
This note mvcstigntes the possible gains m porfomnoe which 

might be achieved by moludmg nilditmnal slots, with and without associated 
small velocity clisoontinuitaes, m the fomrd p‘art of sections resembling 
the Griffith 30$suction aerofod. By sucking away the boundary layer near 
the nose of the nerofoil, wedges ofturbulcmt flow duo to mughness and 
irirperfeotion of the surface would bc absorbed, and lminar flow would therefore 
be obtained over the rest of the aerofoil where favourable conditions existed. 
In addition, by desigmng for, velocity clscmtinuities at the slots, the 
aerodynmuo ohnrnoteristios of the ne.rofoildght.be further improved: for a 
given nnxir;ur~ value of the velocity over the nerofoil (U/Q,) , much greater 
favourable velocity grdaents might be obtnined; for n given naximuc~ thickness, 
it would be possible to achieve n karger low-ilmg CL range. 

2. The Aerofoil Ites~gns. 

A series of syr,lrdrioal aerofoils wns designed by the approximate 
methods of Goldstein rind Richardslr2. Vfudous ooxlbinntions of values of the 
defining pnramcters were chosen so ns to give sections approximately jO$thick. 
The introduction of small velocity disconldnuities in the forxard part of the 

aemfoils/ 
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aerofoils gives rise to a charaderistic oonve~loonoave or wavy surface in the 
vicinity of the discontanuity. If the vrsvy surfaoe leads to boundary-layer 
transition, this defeats the object of the design, which is to ensure la&nar 
Plcw to the rear slot. 

Two of the aarofoils were regarded as viorthy of further consideration, 
as they appeared to present a m~~mmble wmpromse between favourable gradient 
and ooncnvity of surface. These tb,o aerofoils, Tadpoles IX and XIII, and their 
velooity distributions (to the farst approximtion, from which the sections 
were designed) are wmpnred with the 3C$ Griffith section in the table below 
and in Figs.1 and 2. Fig.3 shows the velocity distributions at zero Cl and 
at the top of the 0, range according to Approximtion III. It should be 
pointed out that the drop in velmity vlhich ooours just in front of the min 
slot can be avoided by n sir;rple nodificntion to the design r‘lethod. The final 
Approtiation III would then difrer but little from the present Approximation I 
in the vicinity of the main slot. 

i- 
Designation of 

Aomfoil --l 

7 
T&pole Ix Taapole XL11 307% Griffith 

Chordwisc Position 
of Velocity 
Diswntinuities. 

Velocity Gradients 
up to the Rear Slot, 
at c,=o. I---- Max&am Velocity 
nt s = 0.. 

Thidcness. 

I Tgp of 9, range. 

Table I. 

With an increasing nurlber of discontinuities, more favourable velocity 
Qradients and greater low-drag 0~ ranges have been obtained. The critical 
Haoh nuubers of the three sections differ very little. Scaling up the 30$ 
Griffi,th to have the sane naximm velocity as the new aerofoils, the seotions 
in order of thickness nppe,ar to be: Tadpole IX, 3% Griffith and Tadpole XIII. 
Tadpole IX, if sonled down to 30% thickness, must therefore be regarded as 
slightly better thLan the Griffith for 1,&t. and Tadpole XIII as slightly 
inferior. 

To wnpletc the comparison between the three sections, their relative 
power requirments mst be considered. This is acne in the follovting 
paragraph. 

3. Power Requirements. 

The slot suction quantity coefficients, tha pmp drag coefficients 
,md the zdenl effective drag coefficients of the three norofoils at sero lift 
have beon calculated ncwrting to the standLard Llethods of references 3~4 at 
a Reynolds nmber of 107. 

The/ 



The linear velocity cLstributrons of Approwmation I, with distances 
measured along the chord, have been used for simplicity an all three cases. 
At the forward slots, the whole boundary layer has been assumed to be sbsorbed. 
At the rear slots, the suction has been taken to be either that given by 
Taylor's criterion or (alternatively) the whole boundary layer. The casd 
has also beon considered in -which additional slots, at 15 and 5'4% of the ohord, 
but without disoontinuitrcs, c been inserted into the 30$ Griffith aerofoil 
and the whole boundary layer sucked awcy at each of these two slots. 

The calculations were performed for two flow conditions. In the 
first case, tho flax! was assumed to be lnminar as far ns the rear slot 
(at 0.75 or 0.80 chord), and turbulent from there to the trailing edge, as 
would be expected from the ooncnvity of the surface. In the second case, 
the flow nas assumed to be turbulent from the front sta ation point to the 
first slot (as would be caused by flies, roughness etc. r laminar from the 
first to the last slot, and thereafter turbulent agnin to the trailing cclgo. 

The calculated coefficients are given in Table II. 

Conclusions. 

The tabulated results lend to the following conclusions. 

If by sucking away a turbulent boundary-layer near the nose, n 
1Nninar boundary layer can be restored over more rearwaM portions of the 
chord, then large reductions in drag r;my be obtnined, compared with the drag 
with wholly turbulent flow. 

For samilnr regions of lcminnr and turbulent flow, the fewer the 
slots used, the loss the drag and the suction quantities. 

If the boundnry Layer is withdrawn nt slots in the forward part of 
the wing, tho iclenl cffcotivc drag ooeffioient is not affected by the presence 
or absence of small velocity discontmnuities at these slots. But the 
acrodynamio chrrncteristios of the section (i.e. C, range, velocity gradients, 
&it. ) may be improved by including the small velocity discontmuities, 
nlthough at the expense of introducing local waviness of surface. The more 
fnvournble velocity gradients should assist in keeping the flop laminnr, but 
tho local concavities ~o-rould tend to have the reverse effect. 

Only exporinontecnn decide whether the concavities cause more trouble 
than the lack of favourable gradients. Such experLznts,to decide whether 
dascontinuities arc incorporated at fonrara slots for full scale flight, should 
be performed at as high a Reynolds number ns possible. 
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Table II 

- 
-. 

--~--- 1 i 

Slot Position Flow lammar f?com L.X. to rear sl& (O-75 or 0.800). ; Elan turbulent fromL.N:. to 1st slot and fror 
Aerofoil ana -!l.a&sl.ot-to 'Id%:,--Flow-larunar III betE.e+-~ 

Suot10n Arrangamlt ix j%- 1 
I_- 

CD, 'Dej%$ ic'4 

:=w~ Ix m @ g o.oOl306 z, g 0.001286 1 
/ 

0.0~~058 i O.Ctn948 i 0.002450 / 0.002202 0.006351 Os0O1006 

. .8T 
i 

0.00104v i o.oa~760 
! O.ool538 omuc30 ! 0.002150 i 0.~5941 

- 1 0.000920 , 0.002193 j o.ct21904 0.005323 
I 

/ j ' &JJ a 0.001197 i 0*000792 0.001432 0.002433 : 0.0ui998 ! 0.005747 
qxG.3 XIII 

.I517 a O.Ootl~ ; 0.000671 ; 0.000851 0.002340 O.OC ?77 0.005166 
/ 

.8w XF o.coc842 ; 0.000571 1 0.001067 0.005767 1 1 0.005496 0.018517 

.15V 25 

o.Kn315 ! o.ooQ.8y 
o.KQ47 

i 0.001527 
0.0~6239 0.3ojo10 

xi! 
o.wlo37 Osm766 0.302011 ' o.oO-l740 

0.00+248 
0.005949 

30$ .15rr 0.001M2 
.15w .gw TBiY 

; 0.000690 0.0019135 
, Griffith 

! 0.000945 I 0.001663 
I 

.15m .5V XT! 
0.001284 i o.ovlOl3 0.002054 0.002258 ] 0.OC1987 

: O.OOl618 - 0.001263 0.000956 ; 0.002236 O.Wl929 
- I I 

Note: In column 2, the figure gives the chordwise position of the slot, 
W denotes suction of the whole boundary layer quantity, 
T denotes suction of Taylor's uinimm quantdy, 
UnderlIming indicates presence of a dismntinuty. 

CDe = den1 effective drag coeffxlent, 
(profile drag + equvalent puxlp 

C% = puup drag coefficient, 
(total for all slots) 

CQ = suction quantity coeffxlent. 

bag) 
(total for all slots) 

Power Reqtienents for a Single Surface of Three Thxk Suction Aerofods. r& = 0, R= 107. 
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FIG. 1. 
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